Design and Implementation of Robust Digital Watermarking using Hybrid technique for Copyright Protection Digital data
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Abstract: In this research paper, we concerned with the creation of a comprehensive digital watermarking framework based on DWT. In order to improve imperceptibility and robustness, the watermark is inserted only in chosen frames. The picked frames are the frames in which a change of scene happens. The key objective, therefore, is to detect the correct transformation of the scene. The Scene Shift Detector identifies correct frames that have been modified using the successive histogram discrepancy process. Two schemes proposed using the same method of scene detection. Both suggested schemes achieve a good watermark rating with good (PSNR) values. There, because the watermark integration is done exclusively on the scene with low and high frequency DWT subbands, the image processing assaults, geometric aggressions, JPEG compression, high normalised image attacks are immune, and low-bit error rates (BER). Comparative analysis of two algorithms is also carried out.
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1. Introduction

Today, one of the most important forms to the information in the Digital Medium. Both the positive and the negative sides of the format of digital making strides to the digital world. Good factors include advances in stargazing, Protection Copyright and technology. In the other hand, the corresponding negative aspects, the exploitation of these innovations poses many problems, such as copyright protection and data theft. Owing to new technology such as high-speed computer networks and the Internet, a number of forms have been used to download, redistribute and store digital material illegally. Digital content must be safe and shielded from unauthorised copying[1]. The Internet of Things (IoT) and the cloud have gained substantial funding for organization and academic organisations to the area [2]. Data is transmitted to cloud storage to the image, audio and video form. The authentication of ownership and the protection of copyright of data is a daunting job. Data is a core factor of smart cities that sustains data infrastructure and lets residents of the digital information, where the core point is collected, processed and evaluated. Digital watermarking is a solution for the protection and verification of copyright and possession of digital content. A hidden message is contained in digital material without compromising valuable details. This confidential knowledge is then used for the authentication of possession. Individuals, elected authorities and the military face data protection challenges that also concern smart cities, such as the unauthorised use of copyright, misuse of data and redistribution of the data information[4]. Text records are part of nearly any institution or corporation, such as accounting companies, banks, or other big banking. These records to the form of financial accounts, legal notes, birth certificates, soft ratings, confidential data are classified[5]. Whenever, several of the current methods induce distortion during the addition of a watermark, which specifically influences imperceptibility. In comparison, most of the current methods are not stable and due to the ability. Converting a multimedia file to another medium is at risk of missing an embedded watermark. The task is to maintain the main original copyright security of the text paper. This topic can be resolved by a new structure introduced here to resolve the text of the watermarking of existing challenges.

The remainder of the document will be structured as follows. Section 2 discuss about the related work Section 3 proposed methodology Section 4 proposed HDR Image Watermarking Algorithm Section 5 results analysis Section 6. Conclusion and future work.
2. Related work

In this research work to study and analysis existing work done by the different number of author This scheme offers a reasonable degree of robustness for the retrieved watermark under various types of attacks; however, the imperceptibility of the watermarked picture needs to be enhanced. U. Khadam et al.[1] The proposed model offers copyright protection for local and cloud computing paradigm text papers. To test the suggested strategy, 20 separate text documents are used to execute multiple attacks, such as encoding, addition, and deletion attacks.

Y. Ishikawa, et al[2] We also tested the efficacy of using a Haar discrete wavelet transformation (Haar DWT) as an orthogonal transformation under the same experimental condition.

F. Ernawan et al[3] Integrating frequencies are calculated by the use of modified entropy to detect large redundant regions. In order to validate the proposed method, our technique is being evaluated in the sense of multiple signal processing and geometric attacks.

P. Agarwal et al[4] proposed cluster tree approach for embedded the watermark and applying intra-cluster and inter-cluster.


K. Wang et al.[6] We introduce and examine current algorithms by separating them between delicate techniques and stable techniques.

S. Nam et al.[7] The proposed approach is resilient to both DIBR process desynchronization attacks and typical attacks. The high imperceptibility of our system is also checked in a subjective and analytical way by multiple measurement criteria.

F. Battisti, et al[8] The suggested technique can be seen as an attractive solution to stimulating research, collaboration and team rivalry.


3. Proposed Methodology

The Proposed method to integrate and extract many bit watermarks are based to the geometric details. Watermark are represent the arrangemet of bits as they must changes of the order of encoder and decoder. divide and conquer approach are used to work out these points. Next, we're going to search classes of 3-D points. A series of many bits in a set of points known as encryption points are encoded in this category. However, between the local point and encoding point, we must find an order. The order of sequence are arrange, we order global clusters. Thus, we separated the issue to the small group and arranged them locally and arranged the groups globally throughout the conquest period, so that these encoding points were completely coordinated. The ordering definition was originally formulated and categorised where the structure of 3-D watermarking knowledge is achieved through global, local and index orders. Our programme is defined as local. We also suggested an Great condition for the size of the orthogonal transformation pixel blocks needed for a robust optical watermarking technique. The experimental findings showed that it was feasible and that with more pixels per block, the precision of identifying data embedded with optical watermarking could be improved. They noticed that under very poor built-in watermarking conditions, the accuracy of detection using a 16-pixel block was 100 per cent, even. We also clarified that in optimising embedded watermarking data, robustness against multiple disturbances has been a trade-off, as the amount of knowledge utilising 16-16-pixel blocks that could be embedded in watermarked picture data was smaller than that using 4-4 or 8-pixel blocks. As a result, we concluded that optical watermarking could measure the average number of embedded bits per unit block size under the value of 100 percent detection precision. The identification precision of Haar DWT was slightly less than with DCT and WHT when used. However, provided that DWT's general features specified the resolution of pixels in physical space and frequency resolution in frequency space is autonomous, more pixels in the DWT base block will improve the detection accuracy. Next, to achieve fair accurate detection with DWT, we can evaluate the optimum pixel size on the conversion basis.

3.1. Proposed HDR Image Watermarking Algorithm

In this article a rather robust HDR algorithm of image watermarking is presented, utilising the fact that the decomposition of the tensor does not break down the inner structure of the data and, through reverse action, the built in watermark will efficiently scatter the built-in watermark across three HDR house images to make the watermark rugged and imperceptible. The first point that is understood is that the HD R colour picture used for watermarking. To achieve the first functional map of the central tensor that contains the most picture energy of
the host, Tucker splits. An MSF map is then obtained of the luminance mask to create the regions for integrating the watermark. Finally, the value of the centre pixel in each block in the first feature diagram is determined by using a local correlación model and the watermark is introduced into the block, according to the real centerpixel value and the predicted effect, which is accompanied by the introduction of an optimised intensity selection technique in order to match imperceptibility and robustness.

The extraction is just the reverse procedure of the embedding and consists of three stages, i.e. watermarked video pre-processing and identification, extraction and watermarked video post-processing. Next, the watermarked video is translated into pictures. The appearance of a watermark is identified by checking the shift of scene in the frame. If there is a scene-changed frame, it indicates the "watermark is present." An extraction is the opposite feature of the embedding. A subtracting procedure is performed between the particular subface of the watermarked video frame and the cover video system to recover the watermark file. The only sub-band to complete the integration is chosen. The recovery of an underwater symbol from a single landscape-changed watermark frame illustrates possession or copyright rights.

3.2. Proposed Algorithm

Pre-processing:
Step 1: we including image size M × N and applying non covering block
Step 2: Update the entropy with non-covering block
Step 3: Check the block have low entropy value the save the coordinate of X and Y
Step 4: we applying Arnold chaotic map (ACM) algorithm for binary watermarks.
Step 5: Choose the particular block in the term of frequency with applying DCT
Step 6: with the support of DCT algorithm change the coefficient in form of zig zag.
Step 7: Compute the psych visual threshold with particular coefficients
Step 8: On every single bit applying the embedded watermark scheme.

3.3. Watermark Extraction

Input:
Specified the input X and Y format of coordinates for particular block and represent the threshold as a (α and β)

Preforming the Pre-processing:
Step 1: after applying the watermark insertion X and Y coordinates save and selected particular block transform with support of DCT
Step 2: with the support of DCT algorithm change the coefficient in form of zig zag.
Step 3: we applying the rule of compute the reconverting every bit watermark

The rules is specified as the

\[ \text{if } L_i < L_{i+1} \text{ for } i=0,2,4 \text{ then} \]

if the watermark bit represent as the =1,
else
if the watermark bit represent as the =0.
end (if)
Post-processing after embedding:
Step 4: Applying ACM algorithm for inversed operation then getting the original watermark
Figure 1: proposed watermark scheme

Hiding Capacity examine The data hiding functionality is specified according to the number of bits encoded in the 3-D model. Hiding capability (HC) depend to the number of embedding rate (ER) as specified (4). The rate of embedding rest on the encoding factor (EF) that determines rate of the encoder stage of bit per encoding. The hiding capacity is determined bits is the number of bits, as stated in (5), which depends on the number of point and the rate of embedding. Hiding capability is also represented [see (5)] as regards the encoding factor and the number of encoding points (ne).

\[
ER = \frac{ne}{n} \times EF
\]

\[
HC = n \times ER = ne \times EF
\]

Because point of the number are calculated by growing the built-in rate, we can also increase the capacity also. In cases of cluster head (e.g. a cluster head), we use one encoding point as a reference, and the others as encoding points. The upper limits of the hiding potential may be calculated. The upper bound is then stated as a specific point. In situations where both points are cluster heads, the lower limit should be “0” (e.g., cube).

3.4. Hiding Capacity

Various versions in 3-D are susceptible to embedding. The number of points (vertices) for the encoding of different 3D models, and this can be shown in the embedding rate at 1 b/encoding factor. Nonetheless, if more than 1b/endpoint is encoded with generalised QIM[3], A factor similar to the amount of bits per encoding point is raised to improve the embedding rate. It can be extended to 10 b in our case, leading to an average integration rate of around 4 b/vertex. We also found that even though the encode metrix, the error metric is very tiny.
4. Conclusion

For the authentication of digital information in smart cities, robust and accurate watermarking algorithm is suggested. To validate the imperceptibility, security, robustness, and ability, the performance of A comparison with the previous techniques of the proposed method is carried out. In this area, many approaches have been suggested, but a methodology that is specific to the cloud, Devices of IoT and smart cities is still required. The suggested method is strongly imperceptible across experiments and achieves around a 99.99 same factor. The
proposed algorithm shows that it is stable and tolerates most potential attacks after implementing scripting attack to the font colour, cut, copy, paste, and alignment, and watermark is removed with high accuracy. In contrast with previous approaches, the ability of the proposed algorithm is also improved. The suggested methodology gives the same outcomes in the cloud storage world that are acceptable in text of security in smart city and the information. In the future, the existing compromise for the copyright protection of written text materials will be improved. In the watermarking approach based on highlight preference, wavelet shift work was used to provide extraction. For example, coordinate inquiry and heuristic-based looking method, the removed part selected through searching strategy. Swarm-based part selector was used for the way to implant for the better intensity of the watermarking process.
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